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ABSTRACT: To gain high photocatalytic activity for hydrogen evolution, both
charge separation efficiency and surface reaction kinetics must be improved, and
together would be even better. In this study, the visible light photocatalytic hydrogen
production activity of graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) was greatly enhanced with
MgFe2O4 modification. It was demonstrated that MgFe2O4 could not only extract
photoinduced holes from g-C3N4, leading to efficient charge carrier separation at the
g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 interface, but also act as an oxidative catalyst accelerating the
oxidation reaction kinetics at g-C3N4 surface. This dual function of MgFe2O4 thus
contributed to the great improvement (up to three-fold) in photocatalytic activity for
hydrogen generation over g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 as compared to pristine g-C3N4, after
loading Pt by photoreduction method. It was revealed that in the Pt/g-C3N4/
MgFe2O4 system, the photoinduced electrons and holes were entrapped by Pt and MgFe2O4, respectively, giving rise to the
promoted charge separation; moreover, as evidenced by electrochemical analysis, the electrocatalysis effect of MgFe2O4 benefited
the oxidation reaction at g-C3N4 surface.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The scalable storage of solar energy by means of photocatalyti-
cally converting water to hydrogen fuels (H2) hinges on
fundamental improvements in photocatalysts.1,2 Since the
pioneering work of coupling a TiO2 anode with a platinum
dark cathode for photoelectrocatalytic water splitting by
Fujishima and Honda in 1972,3 extensive efforts have been
devoted to constructing efficient photocatalytic/photoelectro-
catalytic water-splitting systems. Although many semiconductor
materials are capable of photocatalytically splitting water to
produce hydrogen and/or oxygen, the solar energy conversion
efficiency is still far from practical application, mainly because
the three crucial steps for the water splitting reaction, i.e., solar
light absorption, charge separation, and transportation, and
surface catalytic reduction and oxidation reactions, are not
efficient enough.4 The polymer semiconductor, graphitic
carbon nitride (g-C3N4), as a narrow band gap semiconductor
material (band gap ∼2.7 eV) can harvest solar light efficiently.5

In addition, it has suitable band positions, i.e., conduction band
(CB) of −0.9 V and valence band (VB) of +1.8 V versus
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), for both H2 and O2

production and stable chemical properties, rendering it to be a
promising material for photocatalytic water splitting.6 However,
the quick recombination of photoinduced electrons and holes
greatly limits the photocatalytic activity of pure g-C3N4.

7−11

Therefore, facilitating the charge carriers separation and
accelerating the surface redox reactions are urgently needed
for improving the photocatalytic performance of g-C3N4.

Constructing semiconducting heterojunctions has been
proven an effective way to facilitate the charge carriers
separation, for example, in the most studied TiO2/ZnO,

12,13

CdSe/CdS14,15 heterojunctions, and TiO2/CdS
16 heterojunc-

tions, the charge carriers are efficiently separated in both of the
semiconductor components driven by their proper band
alignments and remarkably high quantum efficiencies for
hydrogen production were then achieved. However, in these
heterojunctions, the coupled semiconductors only functioned
to separate the charge carriers, and even if the photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution performances have been improved, the
ability of the second semiconductors to electrocatalytically
accelerate the catalytic oxidative reaction has seldom been
taken into consideration. Therefore, it is supposed that
coupling a semiconductor which can not only facilitate the
separation of the photoinduced charge carriers, but also act as
the oxidative electrocatalyst accelerating the oxidation reaction
kinetics, will lead to further improvement of the photocatalytic
efficiency. As for the g-C3N4-based heterostructures, by
coupling with a second semiconductor (e.g., Cu2O,

17 N-
CeOx

18) for promoted charge separation and loading Pt or
MoS2

11,19 as the reductive hydrogen evolution cocatalyst
(HEC), greatly enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen production
activities have been achieved. While no evidence has shown that
the second semiconductors were capable of electrocatalytically
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accelerating the oxidative reaction kinetics. On the basis of the
above concerns, it is proposed that coupling a bifunctional
semiconductor with the abilities to separate the photoinduced
charge carriers driven by the intrinsic band alignment with g-
C3N4 and to act as oxidative catalyst to accelerate the oxidation
reaction kinetics, will certainly further improve the photo-
catalytic hydrogen production activity of g-C3N4.
The spinel ferrites family has been proven to have interesting

photocatalytic and photoelectrochemical properties for water
splitting. In particular, MgFe2O4, CaFe2O4, and ZnFe2O4 have
provided good examples for water oxidation reactions by
facilitating the oxidative reaction in the Co−Fe2O3/MgFe2O4,

20

TaON/CaFe2O4,
21 and α-Fe2O3/ZnFe2O4

22 heterojunctions,
respectively. In these heterojunctions, the photoinduced holes
transferred from the VB of the substrate semiconductors (i.e.,
Co−Fe2O3, TaON, α-Fe2O3) to the VB of the ferrites due to
the more negative VB positions of the ferrites, leading to
efficient charge carrier separation. Moreover, the surface
catalytic oxidation reactions were also promoted due to the
excellent oxidative ability of the ferrites. Thus, higher
photocatalytic water splitting efficiencies were obtained over
these semiconductor/ferrite heterojunctions.
Herein, in this study, one of the earth-abundant ferrites of

the spinel structure, i.e., spinel MgFe2O4 was used to modify g-
C3N4. Due to the type I band alignment between MgFe2O4 and
g-C3N4, the photoinduced holes migrated from g-C3N4 to
MgFe2O4, facilitating the charge carriers separation in g-C3N4.
Moreover, the surface catalytic oxidative reaction of g-C3N4/
MgFe2O4 was also accelerated due to the electrocatalytic
oxidation effect of MgFe2O4. The photocatalytic hydrogen
production efficiency of g-C3N4 was then greatly improved by
the dual function of MgFe2O4 on charge separation and
electrocatalysis, with Pt loaded as hydrogen evolution
cocatalyst. To investigate the effect of MgFe2O4 along with
Pt on the photoactivity of g-C3N4, detailed characterization on
the morphology, structure, and optical properties of the
photocatalysts were carried out.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MgFe2O4 particles were synthesized by the widely used sol−gel
and autocombustion method.23 The MgFe2O4 loaded g-C3N4
photocatalysts were prepared by a facile one-pot method by
annealing the mixture of the obtained MgFe2O4 particles and
melamine as the g-C3N4 precursor (see experimental details in
the Supporting Information, SI). The obtained g-C3N4/
MgFe2O4 photocatalysts were denoted as CN/MFO-X (X =
30, 90, 150, 210, 300), where X represents the amounts of
MgFe2O4 particles (30, 90, 150, 210, 300 mg) used in the one-
pot preparation process. The crystal structure of the as-
prepared g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 photocatalysts was investigated by
X-ray diffraction (XRD, Figure S1). g-C3N4 exhibits a typical
graphitic interlayer (002) peak with d = 0.327 nm (27.4°) and a
pronounced peak corresponding to the in-plane structural
packing motif at 13.2°.24,25 These two peaks are gradually
decaying with increasing amounts of MgFe2O4 in the CN/
MFO-X photocatalysts, which reflects a decrease of the long-
range order of g-C3N4

26 and a host−guest interaction of g-
C3N4 with MgFe2O4. MgFe2O4 are of spinel structure,
belonging to the cubic phase (JCPDS No. 00-017-0464).23

The characteristic peak intensities of MgFe2O4 are gradually
increased with increasing amounts of MgFe2O4, proving the
successful loading of MgFe2O4 on g-C3N4.The average size of
the MgFe2O4 particles was estimated to be ca. 67.3 nm as

calculated from the Scherer equation (see SI for the calculation
details). In addition, the BET surface area and pore volume
(Figure S2, Table S1) were enlarged after loading MgFe2O4
onto g-C3N4, which was largely attributed to the good
spreading of MgFe2O4 on g-C3N4 and that the bulk phase of
g-C3N4 was propped open with the ca. 67.3 nm MgFe2O4
particles embedding. However, with regard to the CN/MFO-X
(X = 30, 90, 150, 210, 300) photocatalysts, it can be seen that
their surface areas and pore distribution are almost the same,
indicating that this macroscopic physical characterization of
surface area would not account for the different photocatalytic
hydrogen production performances of CN/MFO-X with varied
X values.
The morphology of g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 was investigated by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-angle
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) as shown in Figure 1. As seen from Figure

1a, in the CN/MFO-150 photocatalysts, MgFe2O4 particles
with irregular shape are dispersed on the surface of g-C3N4,
whereas with increasing amounts of MgFe2O4, MgFe2O4
particles turned out to be aggregated, covering larger areas
instead of spreading well on the substrate g-C3N4 photocatalyst
(see the TEM images of all the CN/MFO-X photocatalysts in
Figure S3). It was supposed that the aggregated MgFe2O4
particles overlapping g-C3N4 would be detrimental to the
photocatalytic activity for hydrogen production by blocking the
light absorption and shading the active sites on the g-C3N4
surface.10,24,25,27 The size of the MgFe2O4 particles are ca. 80−
100 nm, which is close to the calculated value from the Scherer
equation. A high resolution TEM image (Figure 1b) collected
from the MgFe2O4 part of Figure 1a displays an interplanar
spacing of 0.25 nm, which corresponds to the d-spacing of
(311) plane of MgFe2O4. To further evaluate the formation and
composition of MgFe2O4, point scan EDX spectra of two areas
in CN/MFO-150 with (point 1, Figure 1c) or without (point 2,
Figure 1d) MgFe2O4 were analyzed. As shown in Figure 1c, the
quantitative analysis determined that MgFe2O4 was formed

Figure 1. (a) TEM image of CN/MFO-150 photocatalyst. (b) High-
resolution TEM image collected from the white square area in (a).
Parts (c) and (d) are point scan profiles of EDX spectra acquired from
point 1 (MgFe2O4 in CN/MFO-150) and point 2 (g-C3N4 in CN/
MFO-150), respectively. (e) STEM image of CN/MFO-150 photo-
catalyst. (f)−(h) Elemental mappings of Fe, Mg, and N acquired from
(e).
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with Mg/Fe = 1:2 and no N element was detected in point 1;
while in Figure 1d, only C and N elements were detected,
together suggesting that MgFe2O4 was dispersed onto the
surface of g-C3N4. To evaluate the elemental distribution, the
STEM (Figure 1e) and the elemental mapping of Fe, Mg, N
species were performed for CN/MFO-150 as shown in Figure
1f−h. It can be observed that Mg, Fe, and O elements are
homogeneously distributed in the MgFe2O4 area, confirming
the existence of MgFe2O4; while N element from g-C3N4 is
uniformly distributed in the areas without MgFe2O4.
Furthermore, XPS results also confirmed the existence of
MgFe2O4 in the CN/MFO-X photocatalysts by detecting Mg2+

(Mg 2p peak at 49.23 eV) and Fe3+ (Fe 2p3/2 peak at 710.5, Fe
2p1/2 peak at 724.2 eV, and Fe 3p peak at 55.73 eV), as shown
in Figure S4. With the increasing amounts of MgFe2O4, the Mg
and Fe XPS peak intensities were gradually increased, indicating
the successful loading of MgFe2O4 onto the g-C3N4 surface.
The Fe and Mg peaks were not detected in the CN/MFO-X (X
= 30, 90) photocatalysts, mainly due to the detection limits of
the XPS. The actual molar ratios of Mg/Fe were determined to
be ca. 1:2 from the XPS quantitative analysis of the pure
MgFe2O4, which was consistent with the EDX results.
Furthermore, the actual weight ratio of MgFe2O4 in the CN/
MFO-X (X = 30, 90, 150, 210, 300) were calculated to be 0.97
wt%, 2.18 wt%, 5.03 wt%, 8.13 wt%, and 10.34 wt% by taking
the Fe contents as reference using X-ray fluorescence
spectrometry (XRF), respectively (see all the element contents
of the photocatalysts in Table S2).
The effect of MgFe2O4 particles on the photocatalytic

performance for H2 production over g-C3N4 was evaluated with
Pt (1 wt %) loaded as the H2 evolution catalyst by an in situ
photoreduction method (see experimental details in the SI). As
shown in Figure 2, with Pt loading, all the g-C3N4/MgFe2O4,

i.e., CN/MFO-X (X = 30, 90, 150, 210, 300) photocatalyst,
showed much higher H2 production activities as compared to g-
C3N4. Note that the optimal photocatalyst was CN/MFO-150,
more loaded MgFe2O4 will not always lead to better
photocatalytic performance, which was mainly related to the
shading effect10,24,25,27 of the loaded MgFe2O4 covering the g-
C3N4’s active sites available for H2 production. As shown in
Figure S3, the larger surface area of g-C3N4 was covered with
the increase of the loading amount of MgFe2O4, which will lead
to a serious shading effect and hence a decrease in
photocatalytic hydrogen production performance. As a
consequence, the positive effect of MgFe2O4 would be offset

by the negative shading effect of the large coverage of MgFe2O4
particles, leading to the optimal photocatalytic performance
obtained at CN/MFO-150.
The optimal H2 production rate over Pt/CN/MFO-150 was

30.09 μmol·h−1 (Figure 3), which was ∼3 times as high as that

of Pt/g-C3N4 photocatalysts. Remarkably, the apparent
quantum efficiency at 420 nm irradiation was enhanced from
0.63% (g-C3N4) to 1.79% (CN/MFO-150). The turnover
number (TON) over 5 hours hydrogen production in terms of
g-C3N4 was determined to be 49.4 for pure g-C3N4 and 154.1
for CN/MFO-150, suggesting that the H2 production arises
from the photocatalytic process of g-C3N4 (see the TON of all
the photocatalysts in Table S3). Thus, it can be deduced that
MgFe2O4 can efficiently enhance the photocatalytic hydrogen
production acitivity of g-C3N4 by improving charge separation
in g-C3N4, given the inactivity of photocatalytic hydrogen
evolution over MgFe2O4 itself even with Pt loading (data not
shown).
However, one will find that the photocatalytic activity of g-

C3N4/MgFe2O4 (without Pt loading, Figure 3) is quite poor,
which is explainable when taking the band alignment of g-C3N4
and MgFe2O4 into consideration. The band gaps (Eg) of g-
C3N4 and MgFe2O4 were determined to be 2.68 and 1.78 eV,
respectively, from the UV−vis spectra of pure g-C3N4 and
MgFe2O4 in Figure S5. The valence band maximum (VBM)
positions of MgFe2O4 and g-C3N4 were measured to be about
1.79 and 2.39 eV below the Fermi level (Ef), respectively, based
on the VB XPS results in Figure 4a. According to the formula
ECBM = EVBM − Eg (CBM: conduction band minimum), ECBM
of MgFe2O4 and g-C3N4 were calculated to be 0.01 eV below Ef
and 0.29 eV above Ef, respectively. Consequently, as illustrated
in the inset of Figure 4a, the ECBM difference of 0.28 eV could
facilitate the electron transfer from the CB of g-C3N4 to that of
MgFe2O4; whereas the EVBM difference of 0.60 eV will favor the
hole transfer from the VB of g-C3N4 to that of MgFe2O4. Thus,
this intrinsic straddling (Type I) band structures of g-C3N4 and
MgFe2O4 could provide driving forces for the migration of
photoinduced electrons and holes from g-C3N4 to MgFe2O4.
Such a charge transfer process in g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 will induce
electron−hole quenching and recombination at MgFe2O4,
leading to poor photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4/MgFe2O4.
To solidify this assumption on the charge transfer process,
photoluminescence (PL, Figure S6) emission and time-resolved
fluorescence emission decay spectra (Figure 4b) of pure g-C3N4
and CN/MFO-X were taken to determine how the type I band

Figure 2. Time course of H2 production over the as-prepared pure g-
C3N4 and CN/MFO-X (X = 30, 90, 150, 210, 300) photocatalysts with
1 wt % Pt loading.

Figure 3. Visible light (λ > 420 nm) photocatalytic activity of water
splitting H2 production over g-C3N4 loaded with reduction cocatalyst
Pt (1 wt %) and/or MgFe2O4.
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alignment would affect the charge carrier behavior in the CN/
MFO-X photocatalysts. The PL emission peaks centered at
around 460 nm, and a tail extending to 700 nm, which could be
attributed to the band−band irradiative recombination of
photoinduced electrons and holes in g-C3N4.

10,24,25 The PL
emission intensity exhibits the highest value for pure g-C3N4
and decreases with increasing MgFe2O4 contents, indicating
that the bulk charge carriers recombination resulted from the
band−band transition (process (a) in Figure 5) of g-C3N4 was

inhibited with MgFe2O4 loading. This suggests that the
photoinduced electrons and/or holes in g-C3N4 would transfer
to MgFe2O4. As shown in Figure 4b, evidently, the PL decay
time of g-C3N4 was much shortened with MgFe2O4 loading,
and the average lifetimes of the carriers (τavg) were determined
to be 4.61 and 3.08 ns for g-C3N4 and CN/MFO-150,
respectively (see decay kinetics calculation and parameters in
Table S4). This suggests that MgFe2O4 particles can facilitate

the electron transfer from g-C3N4 to MgFe2O4 by quenching
the photoexcited state of g-C3N4,

28−30 which together with the
PL spectra indicated that the photoinduced electrons and holes
preferred to transfer to MgFe2O4 and then the reasons for the
poor photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 with type I
band alignment were well explained.
As discussed above, in the g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 photocatalysts,

both photoinduced electrons and holes preferred to transfer to
MgFe2O4 which was incapable of photocatalytic H2 production;
and therefore, to ensure high photocatalytic activity, the
electron transfer from g-C3N4 to MgFe2O4 must be prohibited
while the holes were still kept to transfer from g-C3N4 to
MgFe2O4 for efficient charge separation. Pt, a good hydrogen
evolution catalyst, could entrap electrons photoinduced in
semiconductors, which leads to effectively improved photo-
catalytic activity. In this study, Pt was loaded onto g-C3N4 and
g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 photocatalysts, and as a result the photo-
catalytic activities were greatly enhanced, as shown in Figure 3.
Then we can deduce that the charge transfer processes in Pt/g-
C3N4/MgFe2O4 are quite different from those in g-C3N4/
MgFe2O4. As illustrated in Figure 5, compared to g-C3N4/
MgFe2O4 (inset of Figure 4a), the photoinduced electrons in g-
C3N4 would prefer to transfer to Pt for H2 production rather
than exhaust at MgFe2O4 in the Pt/g-C3N4/MgFe2O4,
emphasizing the importance of Pt as reductive hydrogen
production catalyst; meanwhile, MgFe2O4 played an indis-
pensable role of extracting the photoinduced holes out of g-
C3N4. It is also noteworthy that Pt and MgFe2O4 nanoparticles
are dispersed separately on the surface of g-C3N4 (Figure S7),
again proving that Pt nanoparticles were mainly photoreduced
by the photoelectrons from g-C3N4 instead of MgFe2O4.
Hence, the photoinduced electrons and holes would flow to Pt
and MgFe2O4, respectively, further leading to efficiently
separated charge carriers and enhanced photocatalytic perform-
ance of g-C3N4.
In addition to the efficient charge transfer and separation in

g-C3N4 as induced by MgFe2O4 together with Pt, the
electrocatalysis effect of MgFe2O4 accelerating the oxidation
reaction kinetics at the photocatalysts/electrolyte interfaces also
contributed to the enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen evolution
performance of Pt/g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 as compared to Pt/g-
C3N4 (Figure 3). Herein, the catalytic oxidation abilities of pure
g-C3N4 and g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 were compared by studying their
electrocatalytic oxidation activities in oxygen evolution reaction
(OER). Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV, Figure 4c) was
performed to examine the electrocatalytic OER activities with
the same amount of pure g-C3N4 and g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 loaded
on the glassy carbon electrodes in a N2-saturated 0.1 M KOH.
Compared with pure g-C3N4 which has an onset potential of ca.
2.2 V vs RHE, the CN/MFO-150 shows a cathodic shift of the
OER onset potential to be around 1.6 V vs RHE, inferring that
the surface catalytic oxidative ability of g-C3N4 was greatly
enhanced by loading MgFe2O4.

31−33 Note that actually no H2
or O2 was evolved over g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 in the pure water
photocatalytic system (results not shown here), and the
photocatalytic H2 production reaction was indeed conducted
in TEOA solutions instead of pure water, then LSV was also
performed in a N2-saturated 0.1 M KOH with 10 vol % TEOA
to compare the electrocatalysis activities of g-C3N4 and CN/
MFO-150 for the oxidation of TEOA, as shown in Figure S8.
Due to the fact that TEOA acted as the hole sacrificial agent,
which was much easier to be oxidized than OH−, the onset
potentials were greatly reduced with TEOA added in the

Figure 4. (a) Valence band XPS spectra of g-C3N4 and MgFe2O4.
Inset: band alignment relationship between g-C3N4 and MgFe2O4. (b)
Time-resolved fluorescence emission decay curves for g-C3N4 and
CN/MFO-150 at room temperature. Observation wavelength for all
the samples was 470 nm, and the excitation wavelength was 337 nm.
Solid lines represent the kinetic fit using triexponential decay analysis.
(c) Linear scan voltammogram (LSV) curves for g-C3N4 and CN/
MFO-150 electrodes at an RDE (1600 rpm) in N2-saturated 0.1 M
KOH solution. Scan rate, 10 mV·s−1. (d) Nyquist impedance plots of
the pure g-C3N4 and CN/MFO-150 electrodes measured in N2-
saturated 0.1 M KOH. The solid line traces correspond to the fitting
using the equivalent circuit in the inset of (d).

Figure 5. Proposed mechanism for photocatalystic hydrogen
generation over Pt and MgFe2O4 loaded g-C3N4 photocatalyst. (CB:
conduction band, VB: valence band, MFO: MgFe2O4, and TEOA:
triethanolamine). Process (a): bulk charge carriers recombination in g-
C3N4, (b): the oxidative reaction on the g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 surface.
Solid arrow: major issue; dotted arrow: minor issue.
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electrolyte for both g-C3N4 and CN/MFO-150. Regardless, one
can still find a ∼53 mV cathodic shift of onset potential for
TEOA oxidation reaction happened to CN/MFO-150 when
compared to g-C3N4. Moreover, CN/MFO-150 had a higher
current density at 2.0 V vs RHE (1.40 vs 0.65 mA·cm−2) and a
higher limiting current density (ca. 2.10 vs 0.66 mA·cm−2) than
g-C3N4, further proving that MgFe2O4 enhanced the surface
catalytic oxidative ability of g-C3N4.
To better understand the oxidative electrocatalysis effect of

MgFe2O4, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
performed at 2.5 V vs RHE in N2-saturated 0.1 M KOH to
elucidate the charge-transfer resistances in g-C3N4 and g-C3N4/
MgFe2O4 (taking CN/MFO-150 as the representative elec-
trode) electrodes. As shown in Figure 4d, the Nyquist
impedance plots for these electrodes can be fitted to an
equivalent circuit (Figure 4d, inset) consisting of Rs as the
solution resistance of 0.1 M KOH electrolyte, the constant
phase elements (CPE) associated with the semiconductor g-
C3N4 (CPE1) and the loaded oxidative catalyst MgFe2O4
(CPE2), the internal recombination resistances in the electro-
des (Rrec) and the charge-transfer resistances from the
electrodes to the redox couples in the electrolyte (Rct). The
fitted parameters are summarized in Table S5. The charge-
transfer resistance from CN/MFO-150 to electrolyte (53.99 Ω·
cm2) is dramatically lowered compared to that of the pure g-
C3N4 (251.5 Ω·cm2), confirming the facile electrode kinetics of
CN/MFO-15032 and further proving that MgFe2O4 loading can
indeed enhance the catalytic oxidative kinetics. With MgFe2O4
loading, the internal recombination resistance in CN/MFO-150
(160.9 Ω·cm2) is also smaller than that of pure g-C3N4 (228.6
Ω·cm2), indicating that the g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 heterojunctions
have intimate interfaces between g-C3N4 and the loaded
MgFe2O4. These results are in good agreement with the
observed superior oxidative performance of the CN/MFO-150
and highlight the benefits of loading MgFe2O4 as oxidative
electrocatalyst on the g-C3N4 surface for enhanced water
splitting performance.
To sum up, as illustrated in Figure 5, it thus can be deduced

that MgFe2O4 not only can efficiently inhibit the bulk charge
carrier recombination (process (a) in Figure 5) in g-C3N4 by
extracting the photoinduced holes out of g-C3N4 due to the
more negative VB position of MgFe2O4 than g-C3N4, but also
accelerate the oxidative reaction kinetics on the surface of g-
C3N4/MgFe2O4 (process (b) in Figure 5). With Pt loading as
HEC, the photoinduced electrons and holes were entrapped by
Pt and MgFe2O4, respectively, giving rise to the promoted
charge separation in the Pt/g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 photocatalyst.
Therefore, the roles of Pt and MgFe2O4 were clearly defined so
that Pt functioned as reductive hydrogen production sites, while
MgFe2O4 bifunctioned to separate charge carriers in g-C3N4
and accelerate the oxidative reaction kinetics on g-C3N4,
leading to stable (Figure S9) and drastically enhanced
photocatalytic hydrogen production performance of Pt/g-
C3N4/MgFe2O4.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The visible light photocatalytic hydrogen production activity of
g-C3N4 was greatly enhanced with bifunctional MgFe2O4
modification. It was revealed that with MgFe2O4 loading, the
photoinduced charge carriers were efficiently separated at the g-
C3N4/MgFe2O4 interface, and the surface oxidative reaction
kinetics of g-C3N4/MgFe2O4 was also accelerated compared to
the pure g-C3N4. Together with Pt loading as reductive

hydrogen production sites, efficient charge carriers were
achieved, leading to considerably high photocatalytic hydrogen
production performance. This study demonstrated the
important role of bifunctional MgFe2O4 loaded onto the
surface of g-C3N4 toward efficient water splitting hydrogen
production, which might open up an alternative method to
develop novel heterostructures for efficient solar fuel
conversion.
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